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An important marker—Ki-67—to estimate a 

tumor’s proliferation

Figure. Fixed and perm SP2/0 gated
cells stained with FITC conjugated Ki67
(clone 585) (red histogram). Fixed and
perm SP2/0 gated cells are used as
FMO control (Blue histogram).
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The Ki-67 antibody was first described to recognize a nuclear protein only

present in proliferating cells. Ki-67 has been extensively used to predict the

growth rate of many cancer samples from human patients. Flow cytometric

analysis of Ki-67 was described to determine the growth fraction of lymphoma

cell lines and further applied to a cell cycle and cell proliferation analysis on

many cancer cells and hematopoietic stem cells. More frequently, Ki-67 analysis

is used in oncology to estimate a tumor’s proliferation index. Detection of Ki-67

is widely used as an important marker of certain conditions such as breast

cancer.
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Product Size Clone Catalog #

CD25 PE-Cyanine7 100Test 7G7B6 102685

CD24 PerCP-Cyanine5.5 100Test SN3 123365

CD41a FITC 100Test 962C1 117715

CD36 PE 100Test 1E8 117525

CD27 PE-Cyanine7 100Test C-813.21 125785

CD45RA PE-Cyanine7 100Test OTH-74D4 108785

CD43 PE 100Test DF-T1 116825

Ki-67 FITC 100Test 585 112415

200 tests & ASR & free test size available!

✓ Additional conjugations available since we produce 

everything inhouse in Norcross, USA
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